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Impact of ERP Accomplishment in the University

State-of-Affairs Learning

One of the stumbling blocks in the mainstream organizations in the

present  date  is  ‘change’.  The  pedagogy  at  the  flipside  of

implementation is  to  go  behind  the  modus-operandi  of  Change.

The more you appraise the systems, more familiar you will be with

the fact that all have a profusion of functionality.  It has been very

well  quoted  by  the  technical  experts  “Implementation  of  an

Enterprise  Resource  Planning  (ERP)  system  can  be  extensive,

expensive,  and  blue-collar  activity  and  can  influence  an

organization's end product if done imperfectly.” More...

Mobilets 2.0

New  and  innovative  information  and  communication  tools  have

created a revolution in the delivery mechanism of the educational

system  in  particular  the  distance  education  system

globally.  Mobilets  are  effective,  interactive  and  immersive

multimedia learning applications for technology that is ubiquitous.

Mobilets are topic specific information divided in chunks, designed

in such a fashion that it  makes the learner understand the topic

through  various  mobile  enabled  interactive  multimedia  rich

elements like text, images, videos, animations etc. More...

News & Events:

NCIDE organised the Fourth Popular Talk of the popular talk series

on Innovations in Open and Distance Education. This year the gold

medal for Innovation in Open and Distance Learning has been

awarded jointly to Dr. Rakhi Sharma with her team and Dr. Rekha

Sharma Sen with team. More...

Our Website

http://ncide.ignou.ac.in

In This Issue:

Welcome to the fourth issue

of ennovate - the NCIDE

eNewsletter. This issue

contains an  article on the

impact of ERP

accomplishments in the

university system of today.

The article discusses how

with the paradigm shift in

the university system ERP

has evolved to play an

important role. It has had a

huge impact on the

education sector by

providing resources and

services essential to the

emerging developments in

the university system. This

issue contains an article on

Mobilets which are chunks

of instructional material

delivered through mobile

handheld devices. This

issue also list some of the

events held at NCIDE. 

Notable Quotable:

Just as energy is the basis of life

itself, and ideas the source of

innovation, so is innovation the vital

spark of all human change,

improvement and progress. 

Theodore Levitt 

If you are interested in commenting

on something in this issue or

contributing to a future issue please

contact: ncide@ignou.ac.in
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